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Answer all questions.

I. (a) State Norton-s theorem.

(b) Using Nodal analysis, determine the curent that flows through resistor R, in the circuit.
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(c) A series RLC circuit is connected to a 100 V, 5O Hzsupply. TVhen it is varied, the maximum
cur-ent obtained is 0.2 amperes and the voltage acnoss the capacitor is l6b volts. Find the
circuit constants.

(d) Explain about transformed networks with example.

(e) (t) Define Electric circuits and Magnetic circuits.

(ii) Write the characteristics of an ideal transformer.

(0 Dxplain about voltage regulation.

(g) Ihaw the equivalent circuits of Ring motors. write their applications.

(h) How frequency and phase can be measured ?
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(a) (i) Compare the characteristics of series and parallel circuits.

(ii) Explain star-delta conversion with example
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(b) (i) Explain transient response of RLC circuits with example. (7 marks)

(il) State and explain super position theorem. (8 marks)

III. (a) (i) Compare AC single phase circuit and three phase circuit. (7 marks)

(il) Explain the measurement of three phase power using two watt meter methods.

(8 marks)

Or

&) (i) Explain the characteristics and application of Laplace transform.

(il) Explain Resonance in series and parallel'RLC' circuits.

ry. (a) (i) Explain enerry stored in magnetic field.

(iil Explain the constnrction and characteristics of an ideal transformer.

Or

(b) (r) Explain the characteristics and working of DC generators. (7 marks)

(il) Explain the principle of operation of compound motors. Write their application.

V. (a) (i)

(ir)

Differentiate Single-Phase and Ttrree Phase Induction motors.

(8 marks)

(7 marks)

Explain the construction and working of an Moving Coil, Moving Iron Voltmeter.

(8 marks)

Or

(b) (l) Explain the methods of starting a synchronous motor with neat sketches. (7 marks)

(iil Explain the constructional features, principle of operation of slm.chronous machine.

(8 marks)

[4 x 15 = 60 marks]
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